This Week in Science

For Whom the Bell Tolls

Disturbed by Meta-Analysis?: K. W. Wachter

Scientific Evidence: W. E. Wagner; J. F. Ahearne; B. Black • Mathematics Achievement: L. G. Humphreys; J. C. Stanley

White House Wants Fetal Research Ban
Krasnoyarsk Casts Long Shadow Over Arms Talks
Applied R&D Key for U.S. Trade
FDA Looks to Speed Up Drug Approval Process
NIH Budget Boost Mostly for AIDS
China Launch Gets Nod
Political Pressure Behind Dukakis Switch on Space
A Bad Week for Soviet Space Flight

Wishbones on Display
A Heresy in Evolutionary Biology
Evidence Uncovered for a Second Alzheimer’s Gene
Hip Joints: A Clue to Bipedalism
Bird Brain Switch Leads to New Song
National Academy Looks at Computing’s Future
Random Samples: Author Proliferation • Going the Extra Meter • A New Fellowship in the Making

How Many Species Are There on Earth?: R. M. May
The Ecological Context of Life History Evolution: L. Partridge and P. H. Harvey
Genetics and Demography in Biological Conservation: R. Lande
Recruitment Dynamics in Complex Life Cycles: J. Roughgarden, S. Gaines, H. Possingham

A Chemoattractant Receptor Controls Development in Dictyostelium discoideum: P. S. Klein, T. J. Sun, C. L. Saxe III, A. R. Kimmel, R. L. Johnson, P. N. Devreotes
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Nautilus larva (stage VI) of the intertidal barnacle Balanus glandula photographed with Nomarski interference contrast illumination. Upwelling in the California Current prevents these ocean-going larvae from returning to shore and thereby greatly affects the abundance of barnacles in the rocky intertidal zone. See page 1460. [Photo by K. Miller, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305]